Abstract -Wyner-Ziv coding, also known as distributed exploited for an N-cameras setup by disparity compensation video coding, is currently a very hot research topic in video from neighbouring cameras at the decoder; in this case, the coding due to the new opportunities it opens. This paper temporal side information is always disparity compensated. applies the distributed video coding principles to stereo video
I. INTRODUCTION creation approach fusing temporal and inter-view side Nowadays, most video coding solutions are monoview, information through a binary mask generated at the decoder. where only one camera captures the video sequence. In
The paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly recent years, the interest in multiview systems has been presents the codec architecture; Sections III, IV and V detail increasing, where several cameras capture the same scene the algorithms for the creation of temporal, inter-view and from different viewing points. This scenario enables new fused side information with special emphasis in terms of and interesting approaches to video coding and can turn out novelty for Section V. Finally, Section VI presents and to be one of the key technologies for a wide variety of analyses the experimental results while Section VII future interactive multimedia applications. However, while concludes the paper. some applications can still follow the conventional predictive coding approach for multiview coding with all II. THEWYNERZIVVIDEO CODECS views jointly coded, other applications like wireless
The transform domain Wyner-Ziv (TDWZ) monoview surveillance, sensor networks, etc. ask for an architecture video codec [5] which is used in this paper to create a stereo where the various cameras do not communicate among video codec is an evolution of the pixel domain Wyner-Ziv them and it is left to the decoder to exploit the inter-view (PDWZ) codec [6]; both codecs were developed at Instituto correlation. To address this requirement, distributed video Superior Tecnico (IST). This codec is an evolution of the coding is an interesting solution since its foundation one initially proposed in [7] and uses a feedback channel theorems, Slepian-Wolf [1] and Wyner-Ziv [2] , state that based turbo coding approach. The TDWZ coding separate encoding with joint decoding of two statistically architecture works as follows: a video sequence is divided dependent sources does not induce any compression into Wyner-Ziv (WZ) frames and key frames. The key efficiency loss when compared to the joint encoding used in frames may be inserted periodically with a certain Group of the traditional predictive coding paradigm.
Pictures (GOP) size or an adaptive GOP size selection Reviewing the literature, the first conclusion is that the process may be used depending on the amount of temporal exploitation of distributed source coding principles in a correlation in the video sequence [8]; most results available multiview setup is a relatively new research area, especially in the literature use a GOP of 2 which means that odd and for stereo setups. In [3] , inter-view correlation can be even frames are key frames and WZ frames, respectively. While the key frames are traditionally intraframe coded, the WZ frames are DCT transformed, quantized and turbo 1 The~~~~~~~~~~~codedand the parity bits are stored in the buffer and Tework presented was developed within VISNET II, European trnmteinsalmotsundcdrrqetvath
Networks of Excellence (http://www.visnet-noe.org).
feedback channel (see 2nd view in Figure 1 [5] has to be the decoded frames XB and XF. In order to reduce the changed in order to exploit not only the temporal correlation number of motion vector outliers, XB and XF are low-pass but also the inter-view correlation as shown in Figure 1 . filtered first. To estimate the motion, a cost function for the The main novelty of this paper regards the development
To exploit the inter-view correlation, an estimation of of efficient solutions for the Stereo Side Information the WZ frame has to be made based on the past pairs of Creation module in the new architecture. It is well known decoded frames, using both first and second views. This that temporal redundancy in video data is typically very disparity-based frame estimation (DBFE) can be made high; this is the main reason for the excellent compression through:
performance obtained with conventional video codecs. At the same time, it is also well know that inter-view field estimated for the current WZ frame, using the process information is the most similar.
defined in Section III and assuming linear motion. In this way, it is expected the fusion mask to be more accurate and
The proposed architecture for the mask-based fusion clsrt' h da ak solution for WZ stereo video coding is presented in Figure 3 . In this architecture, temporal side information is created VI. EXPERIMENTAL REsULTS using the motion-based frame interpolation solution described in Section III while inter-view side information is This section evaluates the rate-distortion (RD) created using the disparity-based frame extrapolation performance for all the WZ stereo coding architectures solution described in Section IV. previously defined under adequate conditions. The tests carried out used two sequences, notably Breakdancers and X 2B Uli. All frames were used for all sequences, which means 
